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Quantum computers promise to perform computations beyond the reach of modern computers
with profound implications for scientific research. Due to remarkable technological advances, small
scale devices are now becoming available for use. One of the most apparent applications for such
a device is the study of complex many-body quantum systems, where classical computers are un-
able to deal with the generic exponential complexity of quantum states. Even zero-temperature
equilibrium phases of matter and the transitions between them have yet to be fully classified, with
topologically protected phases presenting major difficulties. We construct and measure a continu-
ously parametrized family of states crossing a symmetry protected topological phase transition on
the IBM Q quantum computers. The simulation that we perform is easily scalable and is a practical
demonstration of the utility of near-term quantum computers for the study of quantum phases of
matter and their transitions.
There are now many approaches being taken to re-
alise universal quantum computers [1], with numerous
academic research groups, companies and governments
across the world devoting resources to each. Amongst
the most advanced are devices based on trapped ions [2],
localized spins in diamond [3] or silicon [4], and supercon-
ducting circuits [5, 6]. While each has its advantages—
such as coherence times, efficient readout, or gate speeds
and fidelities—the latter is fast becoming the most
adopted approach. Efforts by D-Wave, Google, IBM
and Rigetti, for example, all use superconducting cir-
cuits based on Josephson junctions. Notably, IBM allows
public access to a subset of their devices through their
cloud based Quantum Experience, and additional access
to members of their IBM Q network [7].
Quantum computational technology is still in its in-
fancy, with the state-of-the-art in superconducting qubits
consisting of approximately a hundred qubits, 99% two-
qubit gate fidelities, and coherence times of the order
of 100µs [6]. Fault-tolerant error correction is also cur-
rently out of reach, and solutions for quantum memory
and networking are not fully developed. They are con-
sequently described as Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quan-
tum (NISQ) devices [8]. There are still unanswered ques-
tions about the potential utility of NISQ technology and
whether there are fundamental obstructions to going be-
yond this regime. Nevertheless, there has recently been
a flurry of proof-of-principle experiments, along with the
recent claim of a demonstrable computational advantage
using a quantum computer [9, 10]. For example, in the
realm of quantum simulation, real quantum devices have
been used to find the ground state of small molecules rel-
evant for quantum chemistry [11, 12], to measure multi-
qubit quantum entanglement [13, 14], and to simulate
non-equilibrium quantum dynamics [15, 16]. This list is
far from exhaustive and we do not intend to review the
rapid progress of the last decade.
As realised at the very inception of quantum comput-
ing [17], the study of complex many-body quantum sys-
tems could benefit tremendously from this new technol-
ogy. Generically, these systems require the storage and
manipulation of an exponentially large number of param-
eters on a classical computer. By storing and manipulat-
ing the quantum state directly on a quantum computer,
it may be possible to reach areas of condensed matter
physics that are currently intractable. As a relevant ex-
ample, there does not yet exist a complete classification
of topological phases of matter [18]. The most interest-
ing and least understood phases occur in two or three
dimensions and host exotic non-abelian anyonic quasi-
particles [19], and as a result our most powerful numerical
techniques begin to break down. Most notably, quantum
Monte Carlo suffers from the sign problem, and dimen-
sionality is a problem for tensor network based methods
due to increased entanglement and less efficient contrac-
tion schemes when compared with one dimension. On a
quantum computer we can avoid classically storing the
quantum state, perform sign-problem free computations
and work directly with two-dimensional quantum cir-
cuits, potentially sidestepping some of the issues plaguing
current numerical techniques.
RESULTS
Here, we use the IBM quantum computers to study
a symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase of mat-
ter [20, 21]. An SPT phase is one that, as long as certain
symmetries are present, is not adiabatically connected
to a trivial product state. SPTs cannot be understood in
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the Z2 × ZT2 symmetric
Hamiltonian in equation (1). The green phase is the topo-
logically trivial phase containing the paramagnetic product
state, the blue phase is the symmetry-broken phase contain-
ing the ferromagnetic ground state of the Ising model and the
orange phase is the SPT phase containing the cluster state.
The black curve corresponds to the one-dimensional path with
tuning parameter g described in the main text.
the framework of local order parameters and spontaneous
symmetry breaking. Instead they are distinguished by
non-local string order parameters [22–24]. We consider
infinite one dimensional spin- 12 chains described by the
three parameter Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∑
i
[−gzz σˆzi σˆzi+1 − gx σˆxi + gzxz σˆzi σˆxi+1σˆzi+2] . (1)
This Hamiltonian is symmetric under global spin flips
generated by
∏
i σˆ
x
i as well as time-reversal (complex con-
jugation). Due to these symmetries the model has a Z2×
ZT2 SPT phase, as well as a trivial and a symmetry-broken
phase. The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 [25, 26].
We focus on a one dimensional path through this phase
diagram, corresponding to the black curve in Fig. 1,
parametrized as gzz = 2(1 − g2), gx = (1 + g)2 and
gzxz = (g− 1)2, with tuning parameter g [27]. This path
continuously interpolates between the cluster Hamilto-
nian HˆZXZ = 4
∑
i σˆ
z
i σˆ
x
i+1σˆ
z
i+2 for g = −1 and the trivial
paramagnet with Hamiltonian HˆX = −4
∑
i σˆ
x
i for g = 1.
The transition between the trivial and the SPT phase oc-
curs at the tricritical point between the three phases at
g = 0.
The non-trivial SPT phase can be distinguished using
string order parameters [28], which are non-local observ-
ables of macroscopic length l. In the limit l → ∞, the
string order parameters are non-zero in one of the two
phases and zero in the other. The string order parame-
ters that we consider are of the form
SO(g) = 〈ψ|Oˆi
(
k−2∏
j=i+2
σˆxj
)
Oˆ′k|ψ〉 (2)
with Oˆi = σˆzi σˆ
y
i+1 and Oˆ
′
k = σˆ
y
k−1σˆ
z
k defining SZY (g),
and Oˆi = Oˆ′k = 1 defining S1. The length of the string, l,
is the distance between the first and last Pauli-operator.
Along our path parametrized by g, the string order pa-
rameter SZY (g) (resp. S1(g)) is zero for g > 0 (g < 0)
and equal to 4|g|/(1 + |g|)2 for g < 0 (g > 0). The cho-
sen path has the nice property that the string order pa-
rameters are independent of the length of the string and
correspond exactly to the values obtained in the thermo-
dynamic limit l → ∞. This property only holds along
the black line in Fig. 1 and away from this line we would
generically need a macroscopic length l to sharply differ-
entiate the phases.
Infinite state as finite quantum circuit
The ground state of the infinite system can be con-
structed iteratively by a quantum circuit shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2(a). We can understand this via a connec-
tion to infinite matrix product states [29], as outlined
in the methods. Any observable with finite connected
support can equivalently be measured using the finite
quantum circuit in Fig. 2(b) [30]. That is, any measure-
ment of the qubits—excluding the unphysical first and
last qubits—is identical to the corresponding measure-
ment of the infinite chain. In particular, we measure the
same energy density E = −2(g2 + 1) and values for the
string order parameters. Note that this representation
of the ground state is exact and in the thermodynamic
limit.
We arrive at the finite circuit in Fig. 2(b) by first view-
ing a measurement as sandwiching an operator between
the quantum circuit (the ket) and the Hermitian con-
jugate circuit (the bra) as shown in Fig. 3(a). Away
from the observable that we are measuring we find cir-
cuit elements of the form shown in Fig. 3(b). Below the
measured operator these will all cancel due to unitarity.
While we can’t do this for the gates above the measure-
ment, we can construct the gate U1 as a fixed-point of the
iterative circuit. More explicitly, we can reinterpret the
circuit in Fig. 3(b) as a transfer matrix T(ββ′),(αα′). The
expectation value of the operator in the thermodynamic
limit is then determined by the fixed points of the transfer
matrix, similar to the thermodynamic treatment of the
classical 1D Ising model. Similarly, we can consider the
circuit in Fig. 3(c) as a vector V(αα′). The unitary U1 is
chosen such that V(αα′) is the dominant right eigenvector
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. . .
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U|0〉
U|0〉
U|0〉
...
(b)
. . .
. . .
|0〉
U1|0〉
U
|0〉
U|0〉
... U|0〉
(U)
X
|0〉 W V
(U1) Only for g > 0
|0〉 H
|0〉 R
FIG. 2. Quantum circuit construction of the states. (a) Iterative construction of the ground state on an infinite chain.
(b) Equivalent finite quantum circuit for measuring observables with finite connected support. Red caps indicate that the
end qubits are unphysical and should not be measured. (U) and (U1) are the circuits for the two-qubit gates U and U1,
respectively. X is the Pauli-X gate, and the single qubit gates R,W and V are specified in the Methods.
...
... ...
...
FIG. 3. Elements of the quantum circuit construc-
tion. (a) Expectation value of an observable is equivalent to
sandwiching the operator (black box) between the state and
its conjugate. For the infinite system the corresponding cir-
cuit contains a repeating element (highlighted in gray). (b)
The repeated circuit element away from measured observable
when computing expectation values. This circuit element can
be interpreted as a transfer matrix, see main text. (c) Cor-
responding fixed-point vector as a quantum circuit.
of T(ββ′),(αα′) with eigenvalue 1, i.e. the fixed-point vec-
tor under repeated application of the transfer matrix. An
alternative way to state the cancellation of the unitaries
below the measurement is that the dominant left eigen-
vector of the transfer matrix corresponds to the identity.
Results from the IBM quantum computer
For our simulations we used the 20 qubit IBM Q device
codenamed boeblingen, which allows the implementa-
tion of a universal gate set consisting of arbitrary single
qubit rotations and controlled-not (CNOT) entangling
gates between connected qubits. The decomposition of
the circuit shown in Fig. 2 into this gate set is given in the
methods section. The spins in our system are mapped
to the physical qubits of the quantum computer, with
the basis states {| ↑〉 = |0〉, | ↓〉 = |1〉}, and we control
the devices using the python qiskit API [31]. To select
our subset of N qubits we use a custom procedure de-
scribed in Ref. [15], which maximizes the average CNOT
fidelity, while limiting the readout error and coherence
time for the qubits. We also perform error mitigation on
the raw data from the machine using methods provided in
qiskit [31], to reduce the impact of readout errors, which
we outline in the methods.. We perform 8192 runs for
each circuit and omit errorbars in our figures since the
statistical error is not significant.
Figure 4 shows the energy density of the state as mea-
sured on the IBM device compared with the analytic
value, E = −2(g2 + 1). We measure the local energies
and average over the central qubits excluding the bound-
ary qubits (i.e. i = 2, . . . , N−3), and show the results for
systems of size N = 5, 6, 7. Despite the discrepancy in
the absolute value, the energy obtained from the quan-
tum computer follows nicely the exact functional form
indicating proximity to the target state. However, the
accuracy of the results decreases as we increase the sys-
tem size indicating that we are less faithfully reproducing
the larger quantum circuits. This is due to the increased
depth resulting in compounded unitary errors and ad-
ditional decoherence from the longer real-world time for
the implementation.
Next we show the measurements of the two string or-
der parameters in Fig. 5 for three lengths, l = 5, 6, 7
for SZY (g), and l = 3, 4, 5 for S1(g), and compare with
the analytic results. Especially for the smallest system
sizes, we see remarkable agreement between the results
from the quantum computer and the exact results. As
demonstrated in Fig. (5)(a), it appears that we can well
approximate the errors in the device by a constant scal-
ing factor. Importantly, the order parameters are only
non-zero in one of the two phases, and tend to zero at
the phase transition g = 0.
As we increase the system size in Fig. 5, the accu-
racy of the results quickly diminishes, even more so than
was observed in Fig. 4. This is due to the fact that we
are measuring non-local operators and both the system
size and the length of the operator are increasing. For
chains of length N = 9 (l = 7) we are no longer able
4to detect the transition, demonstrating the difficulty of
constructing and measuring long-range string order in
the quantum state due to the current limitations of the
quantum computer. Nevertheless, the combination of the
measurements of the energy density and the string order
parameters confirm that we are able to approximately
construct the target states with non-trivial string-order
on a real quantum computer.
DISCUSSION
Above we have focused on a particular line through
the phase diagram in Fig. 1, which has an especially ef-
ficient construction of the ground states. This enabled
an exact representation within the limitations of existing
devices. In this paper we have considered a particularly
simple path, but our approach is general and potentially
provides a genuine advantage to using NISQ devices. In
fact, all matrix product states can be constructed in a
similar way [30, 32] and can be variationally optimised
on a quantum computer [30]. Such variational solvers
have already been demonstrated in the setting of small
molecules [11, 12] using variational quantum eigensolvers
(VQE) [33].
It is still an open and interesting problem to find opti-
mal ansatz circuits for variational optimization. A re-
cent work has shown that sequential quantum circuit
ansätze—similar to the ones used in this paper—are effi-
cient "sparse" representations for some quantum ground
states and in simulating non-equilibrium dynamics [34].
By directly using the connectivity of the quantum com-
puters it may be possible to go beyond what is ac-
cessible with classical numerics in two-dimensions with
shallow depth (polynomial in system size) quantum cir-
cuits. In particular, it is often numerically expensive
to compute correlators in higher-dimensional tensor net-
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FIG. 4. Average energy density. We measure the local
energy of the state for systems of length N = 5, 6, 7. The
energy is averaged over the central sites excluding the end
qubits. The data from the IBM devices is compared with the
analytic result.
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FIG. 5. Identification of the phase transition. (a) Re-
sults of the string order parameter SZY (g) of length l = 5, 6, 7,
measured on systems of size N = 7, 8, 9, respectively. (b)
S1(g) of length l = 3, 4, 5, on systems of size N = 5, 6, 7.
We compare with the analytic results, with a constant scaling
factor used in (a).
works. Representing these as quantum circuits [35] will
permit considerable speedup in their manipulation and
measurement—with a potential exponential advantage
in certain circumstances. As a concrete example, there
exists a simple representation of topologically ordered
string-net models [36] in terms of tensor networks [37, 38],
that nevertheless remains difficult to deal with numeri-
cally.
Beyond SPT phases, where we know how to construct
the order parameters, we need to find efficient ways of de-
tecting and differentiating different phases. Recent work
proposes quantum-hybrid algorithms based on ideas from
machine learning and renormalization group [39, 40].
These algorithms are scalable and practical to implement
on near-term devices. The combination of machine learn-
ing tools and quantum hardware is potentially very pow-
erful with many applications [41].
In this paper we have distinguished two topologically
inequivalent phases and identified the transition between
them using a real quantum device. Despite the infancy
of the current technology, our work clearly demonstrates
that near-term NISQ devices can be used as practical
5tools for the study of condensed matter physics.
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Methods
Connection to infinite MPS
Using matrix product states it is possible to represent
infinite translationally invariant states with local entan-
glement [29]. This representation consists of a number of
finite bond dimension tensors in a unit cell—that are in
principal repeated infinitely many times—and the eigen-
vectors of the corresponding transfer matrix. The left
and right eigenvectors of the transfer matrix allow us to
compute expectation values with a finite cost by termi-
nating the tensor contraction beyond the support of our
observable, similar to our termination of the quantum
circuit.
The ground states along the path in the main text
have an infinite MPS representation with single site unit
cell and bond dimension 2 [27]. The state is there-
fore described by a single 3 index tensor M iab, where
i =↑, ↓ is the physical index and a, b = 0, 1 are the
virtual indices with bond dimension 2. To relate this
to a quantum circuit we must first transform the ten-
sors to right canonical form (equivalently left canoni-
cal). Right canonical form amounts to the defining new
tensors Biab =
∑
cdXacM
i
cdX
−1
d,b for some invertible ma-
trix X such that
∑
ibB
i
ab[B
i
cb]
∗ = δa,c. We can repre-
sent this type of tensor using a 2-qubit unitary gate,
which we write as U ijkl = U(ij),(kl), where i, k refer to
the first qubit and j, l to the second. More explicitly,
Uˆ =
∑
ijkl U
ij
kl |i, j〉〈k, l|. The tensors are then given by
the matrix elementsBiab = U
ib
a↑, and the condition of right
canonical form is equivalent to the unitarity of U . This
allows us to construct the circuit shown in the main text
but the connection to infinite MPS is more general and
not restricted to bond dimension 2 [30]. Infinite MPS
have been an extremely successful approach since they
avoid boundary effects that are present for finite systems.
In this paper we are able to translate the success of these
methods to existing quantum computers.
Quantum circuit in elementary gates
In this section we give the details of the quantum cir-
cuit shown schematically in Fig. 2 of the main text. We
further decompose these circuits into the native gates
that can be implemented on the IBM Q devices. The
native gates are the single qubit rotations
U3(θ, φ, λ) =
(
cos θ2 −eiλ sin θ2
eiφ sin θ2 e
i(λ+φ) cos θ2
)
. (3)
and the controlled-not (CNOT) entangling operation.
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 . (4)
We will also use two special single qubit gates
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, (5)
the Pauli-X gate and the Hadamard gate.
In order to construct the quantum circuits for the
states along the path we consider, we first start with
an MPS representation of this path. This representation
was given in Ref. [27] and consists of two matrices for
each site of the chain
M↑ =
(
0 0
1 1
)
, M↓ =
(
1 g
0 0
)
, (6)
for g ∈ [−1, 1]. We next have to put this MPS represen-
tation into either left or right canonical form. In right
canonical form the matrices become
B↑ =
1√
1 + |g|
(
0 0√|g| 1
)
,
B↓ =
1√
1 + |g|
(
1 sign(g)
√|g|
0 0
)
.
(7)
In this form the dominant left eigenvector (with
eigenvalue 1) of the transfer matrix T(αα′),(ββ′) =∑
j=↑,↓B
j
β,αB
j
β′,α′ corresponds to the identity. The dom-
inant right eigenvector (with eigenvalue 1) can be written
as V(β,β′) =
∑
j=↑,↓B
[1]j
β B
[1]j
β′ , where
B[1]↑ =
1√
2(1 + |g|)
( √|g|, 1 ) ,
B[1]↓ =
1√
2(1 + |g|)
(
1, sign(g)
√|g| ) . (8)
Given this canonical form, we can then embed these
6matrices inside two-qubit unitaries as follows
U =
1√
1 + |g|

0 × √|g| ×
0 × 1 ×
1 × 0 ×
sign(g)
√|g| × 0 ×
 ,
U1 =
1√
2(1 + |g|)

√|g| × × ×
1 × × ×
1 × × ×
sign(g)
√|g| × × ×
 ,
(9)
where crosses mark elements of the unitary that we
are free to choose up to the unitarity constraint. The
elements coloured red correspond to the transpose of B↑
(resp. B[1]↑) and those coloured blue to the transpose
of B↓ (resp. B[1]↓). Finally, the gate sequences shown
in Fig. 2 and their angles were found by inspection such
that their matrix representations match those in Eq. (9).
The quantum circuits in Fig. 2 contain three two-qubit
gates that need to be decomposed further into the ele-
mentary gate set. These are all of the form of controlled
unitary gates. The first is the controlled-Z or controlled-
phase gate
=
H H
. (10)
The other two are of the form
V
, and
W
=
X X
W
, (11)
where the single qubit gates are of the form
V =
(
sin θv cos θv
cos θv − sin θv
)
, (12)
and similarly for W . For these single qubit gates the
controlled-unitary gate can be implemented using a single
CNOT as follows
V
=
,
V˜ V˜ †
(13)
where V˜ = U3(θv, 0, 0) and W˜ = U3(θw, 0, 0), and
R = U3(θr, 0, pi) for the gate in Fig. 2(U1), with angles
specified by
θv = arcsin
( √|g|√
1 + |g|
)
, θv ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2],
θw = arccos
(
sign(g)
√|g|√
1 + |g|
)
, θw ∈ [0, pi],
θr = 2arcsin
(
1√
1 + |g|
)
, θr ∈ [−pi, pi].
(14)
The fully decomposed gates are then shown in Fig. 6.
(a)
X X X
|0〉 W˜ W˜ † V˜ V˜ †
(b) Only for g > 0
|0〉 H
|0〉 R H H
FIG. 6. Decomposition of the two-qubit gates into the
elementary gate set. (a) The quantum circuit of the two-
qubit gate U , and (b) The quantum circuit of the two-qubit
gate U1, shown in Fig. 2 in the main text.
Error mitigation
Because of the high level of readout error in the current
generation of quantum computers, we employ a simple
error mitigation technique to reduce their effect on our
data. This is achieved by constructing a readout matrix
that maps between expected ideal basis states and the ac-
tual distribution of measurement outcomes. Construct-
ing such a matrix requires partial tomography to measure
a full set of basis states. This technique is therefore not
scalable but is accessible for the system sizes that can be
accurately simulated on the existing devices.
After extracting the readout matrix, we can mitigate
the leading readout errors by applying the inverse (or
an appropriate pseudo-inverse) of this matrix to the dis-
tribution of measurement outcome obtained from the
device. This technique was performed using the error-
mitigation software built into qiskit (ignis) [31].
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